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Twente Guitar Festival 2011 

A warm Ascension Day... 

Some time ago it was a tradition that the weather on Ascension Day was poor. Drifting 

clouds and lashing rain would obscure the heavens, as if to indicate that for mortals, 

ascension was out of the question after the first time that gave this day its name. The 

tradition of the early morning spring walk would be a more than damp challenge. 

But now we are in the twenty first century, an era in which many traditions - including the 

ones concerning the weather – seem to become obsolete. For example, this year: The spring 

has had the driest weather in many years and the weather prophets do not expect any rain 

for the Ascension Day, let alone the traditional showers. 

All signs indicated that the Twente Guitar Festival would be a happening with almost 

Mediterranean weather. Consequentially the drive from Hengelo to the Van Essengaarde in 

Enschede was a pleasant sightseeing trip with a lot of scenic beauty in the sun. 

According to tradition, my Love delivered me in Enschede with guitar and gear. On this 

Ascension Day, as well… 

Why on a day that is considered a Sunday? Well, as a consequence of the economic head 

wind, the parking fee greed in the town of Enschede has severely increased. Currently you 

have to pay parking fees on Sundays too, while that used to be free. One of the participants 

of the festival did not know, so she got fined with 54 Euros already on the first day. That’s an 

amount of money that is better spent for CDs and guitar gadgets! 

So better leave your car at home. That’s why I was driven through sleepy Enschede. 

The alley of the conservatory was dead quiet. The bronze violin player with his hat still stood 

on his pedestal near the entrance, a modest welcome to the temple of music. 
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We were there again… Twente Guitar Festival 2011. 

The Organisation. 

A four-day event like the Twente Guitar Festival does not come out of the blue. Besides the 

things that participants and audience experience, there is a world hidden behind the scene. 

The Twente Guitar Festival started in 2006 as an initiative by four guitarists from the ‘scene’ 

of the Twente Conservatory (currently known as Artez Conservatory). They set up a 

foundation for the organization of this festival. 

This initiative and the guitar festival that resulted was a real breath of fresh air for the guitar 

in this district, because the last guitar event – the Segovia Guitar Festival – was there in the 

beginning of the nineties. Since then it has been awfully quiet for the classical guitar around 

the Oude Markt, Enschede’s entertainment district. 

The festival started on a small scale, everything fit in the Concordia Theatre at the 

marketplace in Enschede. In five editions, it flourished to become the major event that it is 

now. Concordia became the place for the concerts and the finals of the competition, the 

Artez Conservatory became the scene of the master classes, workshops and promotion 

events for guitars and related articles. 

This year we have the sixth edition of this festival. 

I just mentioned the world behind the scene. Important players in that theatre are the board 

members of the Twente Guitar Festival Foundation. Some of them are there from the 

beginning, others joined in late as a new generation of board members. The line-up of this 

year is Niels Ottink, Paul Driessen, Jaap Majoor, Reinout Kok and Gerard Kroeze 

A part of the festival is based on a well proven existing formula. Workshops and master 

classes that can be attended by both guitar professionals and amateurs, the guitar 

competitions in three categories and a fine programme of lunch- and evening concerts. 

The main novelty of this year was the Festival Ensemble, conducted by Lars Wȕller. This 

German composer was tasked with the challenge to amalgate the individual participants into 

an ensemble that was ready to perform live on stage in Concordia.   

Another novelty was the open air happening in cooperation with Enschede Promotion, the 

Festival shared a nice bandstand on the Oude Markt. 

Every year the experience of the executive committee accumulates. It merely looks a small 

detail, but I found the “Where to Go for...” pillar in the Artez canteen with the times and room 

numbers for all master classes a very practical idea. Other examples are the banner on the 

façade of Concordia and the large board outside with the full programme in larger font than 

the small flyer. 

This year some calamities tested the capabilities of the committee as well. There was a fall 

from the stairs of the stage in Concordia and the final concert was cancelled just one day 

before! The board members responded excellently. After the fall, assistance was called in 
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promptly (fortunately the injuries were not serious) and the committee found a more than 

worthy replacement for the final concert.  

Good job, guys!! 

Again, this year the committee was backed up by a host of volunteers for all kinds of jobs. 

Without their support an event like this cannot be managed well, so volunteers, thank you! 

A festival committee and volunteers alone are not sufficient, you need something to keep the 

pot boiling. That is the funding of the festival. Despite this time of financial crisis and cultural 

budget cuts, fortunately a number of companies and luthiers have contributed as sponsors. 

Leaves us to mention some people that were important for the festival in general. 

For instance, the hostesses of Concordia, I have met one of them each festival from the 

beginning six years ago. They made us a warm welcome, took care for a cool concert hall 

and carefully guarded the entrances against early intruders so that the artists could play in 

sufficiently. Further I remember the photographer with his lenses and wisdom. Four days he 

recorded the colourful and intense moments on flash disk. 

All of them, a nice crew that made it this year again!  Festival 2011! 

Day One 

Carlo Marchione 
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Watching the Master Class by Yves Storms 

Initially my first master class was planned at 10 o’clock with Zoran Dukic. As a consequence 

of unfortunate circumstances, however, Dukic would arrive later that day, so my master class 

was postponed. A nice opportunity to take a look with another master class first. So, I visited 

Yves Storms. 

Yves Storms is an old acquaintance on this festival, he was in from the beginning. I have 

attended master classes with him regularly. What stroke me with his teaching was an 

amiable and smooth approach and an enormous knowledge of guitar technique, guitar music 

and its historical backgrounds. 

The participants were his fellow-country people, two women that formed an ensemble and a 

man – the uncle of the youngest lady – that appeared to be a luthier that had built the guitars 

of the ladies. 

I wondered what kind of wood he had used to build the guitars, they had nice bright –almost 

golden- colours, It did not look like tropical woods. That’s no criticism indeed, I had seen 

before that European wood is quite suitable for guitars too. 

The ladies played the well-known Rondo from the Duo in G by Fernando Carulli (1770 - 

1841). 

Yves Storms listened intently and discussed a number of aspects that are crucial for good 

ensemble playing. 

First the role of the accompanist. Many people see this role as inferior to the soloist, the first 

guitar. Yves Storme made clear that he did not agree. The function of support and guidance 

for the soloist is no secondary role. Particularly the accompanist’s drive for the melody line is 

quite important. 

He paid careful attention to tone quality and breathing and gave instructions to bring security 

in your play. Know your notes in all positions and be aware of your stress/relax patterns, use 

them to decrease physical exertion during playing. Particularly the ‘second guitar’ got some 

very useful homework. 

He embellished his teaching with mild humour, a laugh and a jest. That caused an enjoyable 

light frame for heavy subjects in the painting! A master class by Yves Storms as I was used 

to! 

And the guitars by the Belgian luthier? They sounded very well! 

Lunch Concert Cecoria 

I already spotted the ladies of Guitar Duo Cecoria - Celia Preuschoff en Corinna Schäfer – 

outside Concordia enjoying the sun and a smoke and without doubt getting up steam for the 

lunch concert. 
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The name of the duo becomes clear as soon as you combine the first names of the ladies in 

the right way. It had been quite a while since I listened to a guitar ensemble live, so I was 

curious! 

The first piece brought a bit of meditation, Holiness of Water from The Bali Serenade by 

Christian Kunze (*1967). A refreshing and relaxing piece of music that murmured like water 

in a quiet pond and flowed into the hall with a beautiful strong tone. 

The traditional programme change brought us César Franck (1822 - 1890) with a piece in 

three movements: Prelude, Fugue en Variation. César Franck is best known for his organ 

works and sacred music, but he also composed an extensive piano repertoire, this piece was 

one of its examples. 

The Prelude strongly reminded me of the Pavane by Franck’s fellow countryman Faure. The 

beautiful impressionistic harmony almost smoothly changed into a fugue that looked like an 

elegant dance of voices. The Variation returned to the thematic material of the Prelude, with 

lots more of virtuosity. 

We went back to Baroque with the Toccata from Partita Nr. 6 BWV 830. I guess the 

numbering shows you that this is a composition by Johann Sebastian Bach (1685 - 1750). I 

could listen to a nice arrangement of Bach’s complex harmonic textures. Cecoria succeeded 

quit well to play the piece with a swing. Further they showed their coherence as an 

ensemble, particularly with the small mishaps that may occur while playing Bach. 

They continued their recital with a familiar piece, Cordoba from the Cantos de Espana by 

Isaac Albeniz (1860 - 1909). In this piece, the nocturnal calm transcends into a dance-like 

song. Cecoria made maximum use of this effect, played joyfully to the end and embellished 

the melody with a nice rhythmical tap. 

In South America Radames Gnatalli (1906 - 1988) arranged many Brasilian folk tunes into a 

classical form. His Retratos were named after popular Brasilian musicians. Cecoria played 

the Retratos for Anacleto de Medeiros, Ernesto Nazareth and Chiquinha Gonzaga. 

The first piece appeared to be a dazzling waltz, the second Retrato developed as an artfully 

arranged romantic ballad with a beautiful movement and a few expressions of pure joy. 

Most virtuoso was the Retrato for Chiquinha Gonzaga, a rightful homage to a woman and 

musician in nineteenth century Brasil that played an important role in the social 

developments of the time. 

As an encore, Cecoria demonstrated how to play percussion on the guitar. 

Thus ended the first lunch concert with a swing and a wink to the sun that shone brightly 

outside. 
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The Happenings in the Open 

For a change, the Oude Markt in Enschede bathed in bright sunshine. Many people had 

finished their traditional Ascension Day’s walk and the pavement cafes were full. A nice 

occasion for a bit of live music. 

For that purpose, there was an elegant bandstand near the old church. What is a bandstand 

without occupants, the musicians? The Twente Guitar Festival and the foundation Enschede 

Promotion collaborated to find ‘inhabitants’ for the bandstand. 

On behalf of the Twente Guitar Festival two musical dwellers – no, in fact there were four – 

stepped up. 

Lapis Lazuli is the ensemble existing of Uta Preckwinkel (violin/fiddle), Paul Driessen 

(guitars) and Johannes Rollenbeck (double bass). They played a broad repertoire within the 

entertainment music, from folk and country to pop, and from tango to swing. I remember 

them from the previous Twente Guitar Festivals and from the benefit concerts for the 

supporters. 

In progress (yes, you have to make choices with all those activities within TGF) I heard them 

playing well. Both the settled and “drifting” inhabitants of Enschede liked what they heard.  

Michel Gillain is a quite well-known flamenco guitarist from Belgium. It was a pity that I could 

not hear him play, because I had to be present at the guitar competition in Artez. I do not 

doubt, however, that his play and sunny Spanish sound entertained a lot of people. 

Preliminaries Competition Cat. 1 

Just like the last years, the first afternoon of the Twente Guitar Festival was reserved for the 

preliminaries of the Cat. 1 competition. 

The location remained as is, the Ballet Hall on the second floor of the Artez Conservatory. 

Yet the setup was slightly changed, so we could not see the jury members in the large 

mirrors of the hall. The wall behind the player was disadvantageous, it damped the sound of 

the instruments in such a way, that it barely reached the audience. The climate in the hall 

was almost tropical, the sun burnt on the flat roof just above! 

A quick glance taught me that there were 17 candidates (committee, thanks for the list!), five 

of them would achieve a place in the finals. 

I remember from last year that the stool for the player was a point of discussion. So, there 

was an adjustable stool. Yet those mechanics… I can imagine that the players would not risk 

their nails to set the seat to the correct height. Fortunately, there was a helpful jury member 

that performed the fine adjustment for the players quite a few times. 

Brendan Evans made the start with Tiento by Maurice Ohana (1913 - 1992) as I read from 

the list that I got, the player did not announce. A Tiento is a free form from the Spanish 
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Renaissance, comparable to a Fantasia. It was a contemporary piece that strongly 

resembled La Folia. Evans played particularly the quiet passages with some atmosphere. 

Lore Raus is an old acquaintance from a previous TGF. Moreover, I heard her playing at the 

Nordhorn Festival competition last month. She appeared with her personal favorite, Whirler 

of the Dance by Carlos Rafael Rivera. This time she played all movements Prelude, 

Evocacion and Dance. The Prelude had a bit of a hesitant start, but she recovered quickly 

and grabbed the flow. That made a good entry to the beautifully played atmosphere of the 

Evocacion! In the Dance, she showed that she was inside the music, the rhythm remained 

straight and driving despite all technical caprioles of the composer. 

Mah Chia Chu reported with Sevilla from the Suite Espanola by Isaac Albeniz (1860 - 1909). 

It was a decent performance. Unfortunately, the focus was too much on speed. Although the 

slow section was a bit less speedy, it still had traces of haste. Unfortunate! 

Rolf van Meurs kept us in suspense a bit concerning the nature of his piece because of a 

little false start. Then it showed to be the ‘killer’ Prelude in E BWV 1006a by Johann 

Sebastian Bach (1685 – 1750). Every time I hear this piece I am surprised about its 

complexity and challenges. Unfortunately for the player, the piece fulfilled its reputation as 

stumbling block again. 

The following candidate was a puzzle for me, the list mentioned someone from the Far East. 

In the hallway, I spoke to a few Thai ladies who explained that “their” candidate had fallen ill 

after the long journey. That really is a shame when you travel half the world to attend a 

competition. 

Yet someone appeared with clearly eastern looks. He did not announce himself, however. So 

I will just call him by his list name: Phadej Netpakdee. 

He appeared with the Allegro from the Sonata in E minor BWV 1034 by Johann Sebastian 

Bach (1685 – 1750). Originally this piece was conceived for flute and basso continuo, so we 

heard an actual extension to the guitar repertoire! Netpakdee played it virtuoso, but 

completely in staccato. This caused a less fluent performance, particularly the bass line 

notes became too short to drive the swing of the piece. 

Florian Moritz made an attempt for the prizes with an Allegro from Fantasie Nr. 7 by Georg 

Philipp Telemann (1681 - 1767) and the Cadenza from the Concert for Guitar and Orchestra

by Heitor Villa Lobos (1887 - 1959). 

He played the Allegro neatly, this time without capotasto like in Nordhorn last month. 

Villa Lobos composed the Concert for Guitar and Orchestra for Segovia, who surprisingly 

refused to play the piece until Villa Lobos had added a challenging Cadenza for him to show 

off. Yes, Segovia was not the easiest guy. Moritz met the challenge successfully. 

Jean Francois Macq is an old acquaintance from the previous TGFs too. He competed with 

the ever-challenging Passacaglia from the Tres Piezas Espanolas by Joaquin Rodrigo (1901 

- 1999). According to tradition the Passacaglia has a theme in the bass line that has to be 

maintained clear at all cost, irrespective of the musical material composed on top of it. Macq 
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had very nice moments in the piece, so it was really too bad that panic stroke a bit in the 

fugue section. 

Marcus Strand has been a competitor for some time too. It’s nice that the participants keep 

coming back (until they have won, of course). He played a piece that gave me a struggle for 

some time, the Rondo from the Sonata in A by Anton Diabelli (1781 - 1858). The tricky thing 

with a Rondo is the endlessly repetitive refrain theme. Strand thwarted boredom with smart 

and enjoyable variation in the theme. Good job! 

Britt Jansen played a well-known tune, so you don’t need an announcement for that. Elogio 

de la Danza by Leo Brouwer.  She started the Lento very cautious, yet she maintained a grip 

on the story behind the notes. In the Ostinato, she became – at least according to the 

misspelled name in the list – more obstinate. The structure of the piece, however, made it 

difficult to read the game. 

Shawn Pickup had been a contestant on a previous TGF too (the abbreviation sounds good, 

isn’t it? Where did you play? Well on GFA and TGF!). He started with music that I love to 

hear myself, an arrangement of Lob der Träne by Schubert made by Johann Kaspar Mertz 

(1806 - 1856). Pickup did a very good job lifting the melancholic melody clearly above the 

accompaniment. To change musical periods, he played something mildly contemporary, the 

Prelude from Quatre Piéces Brèves by Frank Martin (1890 - 1974). During his play he 

separated musical essentials from side issues in a skilled way. 

Andrea Monarda played a piece that should be a Rondo by Fernando Sor according to the 

program. He played it well, but I did not recognize Sor’s characteristic sound at all. Later it 

appeared to be a piece by Moreno Torroba. 

His second piece was a Study by Heitor Villa Lobos (1887 - 1959), nr 7, with the virtuoso 

outer movements and the broad middle section. He played it convincingly and skillfully made 

the switch between rapid runs and the long melody notes. 

Michael Schmiedel stroke up with Prelude in A Minor from the Second Lute Suite BWV 997

by Bach. He did well, apart from the phrasing that seemed to me a bit over-rhythmic. Then it 

was time for Francisco Tarrega (1852 - 1909) with Alborada, a lovely music box. Again, it 

showed a challenge to combine harmonics with slurs on the higher frets. 

Stéphane Dupont filled his time with a single and extensive piece, Fantasia sobre Motivos de 

La Traviata by Julian Arcas (1832 - 1882). This piece clearly showed the immense popularity 

of opera melodies in the nineteenth century. He played it nice but slightly muffled and made 

haste at times. 

Ruben Bettencourt was one of last year’s finalists. He played the first part from the by now 

notorious Sonata Op. 47 by Alberto Ginastera (1916 - 1983) and closed with the also 

notorious squeak Etude nr. 12 by Villa Lobos. Well, what to say... The Tennis and Show in 

his presentation distracted me from the music and Etude nr. 12 is no personal favorite of 

mine. 
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I had heard Uygur Ozan Giray in Nordhorn last month. He gave it a go with the last two 

movements of La Catedral by Augustin Barrios (1885 - 1944). The balance between subtle 

and banal is quite small in the Andante Religoso. Giray dwelt on the edge of sentimentality. 

Almost unnoticeably, Tudor Niculescu-Mizil entered the hall. He wanted to conquer his place 

in the finals with the first movement from a Sonata by Brouwer. Well, this was Brouwer in his 

more contemporary style, with a phrasing that was less clear to me. After Niculescu-Mizil 

made his start, he offered an atmospheric interpretation. 

Ana Slezakova, one of the only three ladies in these preliminaries, closed the ranks. I do not 

understand why the girls are such a minority these days. She started fancifully with a Fancy

by John Dowland (1573 - 1626), with the capo on the third fret. Her voicing – that is 

incredibly important with Dowland – was excellent. Her second piece was a bit more recent, 

Alla Cubana by William Walton (1902 - 1983). She played it without errors, neatly and with a 

swing. 

My impression was “last best”. Wonder what the jury thinks about that! 

Watching the Master class by Zoran Dukic 

The preliminaries did not end as late as I was used to, so I could visit another Master Class. 

In the meantime, Zoran Dukic had arrived. In the classroom I met a few acquaintances, the 

Belgian ladies and the luthier that I met in the Master Class by Yves Storms this morning. 

The youngest lady had studied a quite complex and challenging piece, clearly a part of a 

Conservatory study. 

Zoran Dukic approached her play in an analytical manner and immediately came to the point 

concerning issues of improvement and correction. He did not bring it up unpleasantly or 

belittling, yet he was quite direct. I can imagine that might give you a fright, particularly if the 

remarks take a long and concentrated effort to correct. 

To realize the improvements, he showed practical but laborious exercises. He had a 

strikingly pragmatic approach, even if you don’t have a guitar with you, you can practice. As 

an example, he gave his rhythmic exercises (eight triplets against straight eights for 

example) that he used to do in the bus while he was on his way. 

He has a clear opinion about respect for the music and demands it from the player likewise. 

At times, he slowed down the player if he found the interpretation too brusque. Easy, easy, 

he remarked quite some times. 

En passant he showed great technical skill. He demonstrated individual control of the fingers 

of his right hand, he could emphasize the melody notes anywhere in an arpeggio. 

The girl had to digest quite a few things. Meanwhile I started being curious, maybe even a 

little concerned, next Saturday it’s my turn!  
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Evening Concert Carlo Marchione 

The Conservatory closed at six, so Zoran Dukic had to close his Master Class. Consequently 

I had some time left till the evening concert. 

I finished my evening bread at the Oude Markt and almost got blown off the table by a rock 

and roll and blues trio that occupied the band stand. It was a surprise to me that the music 

was soooo loud! In the time that these blues and rock and roll songs were new, the 

musicians were in paradise with a humble 10 to 20 Watts guitar amplifiers. If you want to be 

faithful to the original sound of the music, please turn down the volume! Anyway, 

conversation was rather impossible, even though I shouted my voice hoarse. 

After the bread and the (ice-cream) dessert at Van der Poel’s (a well-known ice-maker in 

Twente) it was almost time for the concert. But first I was in for a surprise. In the toilet 

catacombs of the Concordia Theatre I almost literally ran into my old partner of Guitar Duo 

DOS Amigos. I had not heard anything from him since the day the duo broke up, and to be 

honest I almost failed to recognize him. 

It was a little awkward situation, so there was no room for stirring up old memories. Anyway, 

that book is closed. I could not deny some nostalgic thoughts, however, because DOS 

Amigos had existed for 15 years and was dear to me. Well, as I said, that book is closed. If 

an opportunity arises to start an ensemble again, however, I will not avoid it. 

I went to the hall. As usual we had the results of the preliminaries of the Cat. 1 competition. 

Ana Slezakowa, Shawn Pickup, Tudor Nicalesku, Florian Moritz and Andrea Monarda had 

reached the finals. 

The Italian Carlo Marchione gave the first evening concert of the festival. He is considered an 

authority in the field of old music. Yet he started his recital with contemporary music, a set of 

nine concert studies by various composers. 

Bearing in mind my experiences with last year’s Villa Lobos Etude Marathon, I was 

wondering if the purpose of these studies was an exercise for the concert stage, or if these 

studies were exercises worthy of public performance. I found it slightly daring to play only 

studies before the break. 

In my opinion two studies from 6 Studi da Concerto van Stefano Casarini were nice to listen 

to. Despite their apparent calm they thoroughly tested the player’s skills. 

More formal and inaccessible were the 5 Studies by Mario Gangi (1923 - 2010) that 

originated from a collection of 22 studies from Gangi’s guitar method. 

The last two studies were composed by Andre Jolivet (1905 - 1974), an avant-garde 

composer that composed exactly three guitar works within his massive oeuvre. Carlo 

Marchione played them skillfully, but for me as a listener I could not bear these compositions. 

After the break, the program appeared to be completely changed. 
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First Marchione brought Saudade and Sueno en la Floresta by Augustin Barrios. It was 

weird, normally I have a special emotional click with met Sueno en la Floresta, the piece 

usually moves me with the first tremolo. 

Not this evening. Despite Marchione’s beautiful phrasing the contact with the music failed. It 

seemed that the music remained locked within the spotlight on stage, far away from the 

audience, caught in a kind of misty sadness. At least that was the way I felt it. 

Even more weird, this atmosphere would persist during the full concert, because on close 

observation it had been there for the break too. Initially I thought I was not in the mood for 

contact with the music, but later on I heard more people say they noticed this effect. 

The next piece was baroque. I heard something like Domenico…, but it was no Scarlatti. 

Probably Domenico Zipoli (1688 - 1726)? Swinging, virtuoso and well played, yet… the same 

sadness. 

The last section of the recital included 4 Capprici by Luigi Legnani (1790 - 1877). He wrote 

36 of them in all keys, following the endeavor of his friend Paganini who extended the violin 

repertoire with his 24 Capprici. 

The music contains many opera elements, Marchione played the Cappricci neatly and well 

phrased. 

After a warm applause, Marchione added an on call by a well-known Italian in the baroque, a 

Sonata by Domenico Scarlatti (1685 - 1757). 

Day Two 

Izhar Elias 
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Master Class with Johann Palier 

The earliest Master class of Day Two was for me. This time with Johann Palier, the guitarist 

of the Duo Violarra. 

I took my master class piece of this year with me again, the Sonata Ms 86 (Minuetto & 

Rondo) by Paganini. I decided to start with the slow movement. It was enough material for 

the full hour. 

Pallier appeared to be a composed friendly man with a serious and detailed approach. 

He advised to play the melody as legato as possible. That caused some extra stretches here 

and there. He had some effective exercises to cope with that, also “off-piece” with scale 

fragments. 

The shape of my index nail cased a fairly thin sound and at times two notes per stroke as a 

consequence of catching of the string. He had suggestions for shapes, but left the handiwork 

to me as homework. I’ll give it a try. 

He stressed variation with similar motives. He’s right, as a player you have to prevent 

boredom with the audience. Timbre, color and dynamics are the usual tools to achieve 

variation. 

In brief, I learned some nice things. Little by little I have collected scores of the piece with 

annotations that show that every guitarist has his/her favorite fingering. So my policy to omit 

fingerings in the scores of the DOS Amigos Homepage is not particularly wrong. 

Lunch Concert Arnaldo Lopez 

Considering the name of the player, I had expected some flamenco music. Not at all, it 

appeared to be easy listening finger-style. He was inspired by the well-known finger picker 

Tommy Emanuel but he had a personal approach, the reason why the same Tommy 

Emanuel called him the Melody Man. It was an accurate characteristic and I liked it, because 

Emanuel’s finger-rat race drives me crazy after five minutes. 

Arnaldo Lopez appeared to be a player with a story. Changing cords between his amplifiers 

and two steel string guitars during his concert, he related about his music, his life and his 

current activities with Hart van Hout (Wooden Heart), a company that makes coffins for 

baby’s that passed away on birth or within pregnancy. 

Both his stories and his (self-composed) music had some philosophical features, the music 

amongst others covered the first encounter with his girlfriend, his stillborn first child and his 

old father in the nursing home.  

The majority of the program was nice, easy and melodic. Only the last tracks were heavier. 

In the final piece, a sampler joined the company after he recorded it live with the main motive 

of the piece. 
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I found it an enjoyable concert with a personal note. Possibly others that expected more time 

for music did not like all the stories that much, I found it not too bad. 

A few years before I have heard someone who talked away half of his recital time in a way 

that verged on self-glorification. Fortunately, there was none here! 

A nice concert! 

Rehearsal and Performance Festival Ensemble 

The TGF Ensemble was a new initiative this year. Guitarists could subscribe for a collective 

rehearsal and the performance of the ensemble piece on stage. 

I have done such a thing during the Ensemble Weekend in Zwolle and I had found that it was 

a nice experience, particularly if you have a skilled director and achieve a nice result on 

stage. The difference with this occasion was that we had more rehearsals in Zwolle. 

The choice of the ensemble piece had been a composition by Lars Wȕller, a young German 

guitarist and composer with a rich experience in conducting large guitar ensembles. His web 

site has some examples in mp3 format. 

I must admit that hearing his contemporary sound on the web site I was thinking “What did I 

let myself in for?” I guessed it was quite a challenge to prepare a fresh ensemble to play 

such a complex piece just in one afternoon. 

After receiving the scores of Neuenburger Impressionen by email, however, I found some 

breathing space. Just a 6/8 meter with just a few syncopations. 

The parts were not allocated to the individual players yet, so at home I studied the first three 

parts to safeguard some flexibility. Adding the fourth part was a little bit too much, 

considering the available time. In the end I landed on Part 2. 

The ensemble appeared to be a mixed bag, children up to and including teen age and 

grown-ups from my generation. There were no youngsters at “conservatory age”. 

The allocation of the parts looked like an auction. I admit that it is tricky to allocate the parts 

in advance. Nevertheless, there is a risk that many do not read (and rehearse at home) 

further than Part 1. Part 1 became the domain of the youngsters. Maybe it had been wise to 

add a grown-up to this group, but that was impossible without under manning of the other 

Parts. 

One of the older ladies was very flexible, she could play Wȕller’s acoustic bass. Hats Off for 

the lady of Part 5! 

I shared Part 2 with a very active boy that would surprise us later in the Cat. 3 Competition. 

Of course, I was on my qui-vive for possible non-musical collisions with my top, because the 

fragile top of my Kwakkel would not withstand them. Fortunately, there were no problems. 
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Lars Wȕller started with a number of exercises to enable the members of the ensemble to 

get acquainted to their sound. The rhythmic sequence quaver, semiquaver, triplet, sixteenth 

note went all right per voice and for the complete ensemble. 

Then it was time for the piece itself, a joyful memory of a stay in Neuenburg. Lars Wȕller 

explained that the town was located in Northern Germany and I remembered that I had seen 

it on the road signs while I was travelling to Wilhelmshaven. 

It was a bit of a challenge to concentrate on an ensemble that had little rhythmic 

synchronization in the beginning. An additional problem is that specific technical problems do 

not show up until you are forced to play onward with the ensemble, practicing at home you 

are hardly aware of this. 

As an example, I had to slide from the first-string G (3rd fret) to the high F sharp on the 

thirteenth fret and back to a fifth position on the second string. This makes looking at the 

fingerboard and reading the score at the same time a bit of a challenge! On the other hand, 

this high F sharp was the perfect tone for my Kwakkel to launch the sound and let it come 

back via the back wall of the concert hall! 

It is tricky to keep your own course in rhythm if everyone around you plays a bit fuzzy. This 

afternoon I learned to watch the conductor from the corner of my eye, and his beat time 

appeared very helpful. 

With all kind of techniques – for instance singing the first voice while playing another part – 

and smart analysis and rehearsal of trouble spots, Lars Wueller achieved that we could play 

the complete piece at five ‘o clock , including all syncopation and more or less hidden 

upbeats. 

It was enjoyable to do some small-scale rehearsal with a few parts in the breaks and after 

the main hour. It was quite helpful. 

I was quite curious about the final result on stage. 

That would be known soon enough, at half past seven. It was a bit of an endeavor to load a 

full ensemble on stage, but it was successful. Chairs, music stands, guitars and players 

found their spot. 

While the first curious visitors came trickling in, we just had time for a final rehearsal. That 

went extremely bad – according to tradition – the chaos was even more extensive than last 

afternoon and that made my heart beat against the back side of the guitar. Result however 

was that everyone - myself in particular – was quite concentrated. 

Final result was that we all reached the final measures of Neuenburger Impressionen without 

breaks and slips. An enthusiastic applause from the audience was our rightful reward. 

Next year again! 
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Evening Concert Izhar Elias 

It took some organizational effort to guide the Festival Ensemble from the stage back on 

stand. Consequentially I landed on the top balcony of the Concordia Theatre, so I had a 

helicopter view on the performance of Izhar Elias. 

He entered on foot, as a kind of minstrel with a replica of a baroque guitar. His intro became 

La Cavalleria de Napoles by good old Gaspar Sanz (1640–1710). Next, he played Chaconne

by Francesco Corbetta (1615 - 1681) and Tarantelas by Santiago de Murcia (1862 - 1740). It 

was quite obvious that the players of old needed a lot of rasgueado to achieve a bit of 

volume for the music. 

After this Baroque excursion, he sat down on stage and got an original 19th century guitar. 

He played a number of Arias from Rossini’s opera Semiramide in an arrangement by Mauro 

Giuliani (1781 - 1829). I had just purchased a 2 CD set with the full version of the 

Semiramide arrangement, as played by Elias, so the sound was familiar to me. 

His brief but effective explanation of the libretto behind the Arias gave an extra dimension to 

his virtuoso performance of these opera movements. Because the volume of the instrument 

was not that high, he used some amplification. In this way, also the guys on the top floor 

could hear the music perfectly. That was quite fine with me! 

In the break, I could recover a bit from the heat on the top balcony. Afterwards everyone, 

including Elias himself, reentered the theatre with renewed vigor! 

A Cadenza on the name of Berio by Matijs de Roo became his first piece after the break. A 

very contemporary work with daring harmonies. The composer was present in the audience, 

so he could really enjoy the performance of his work, because Elias played it excellently! 

A second contemporary composition was played, Aengus’ Bird’s Palestrinian Heligenschein

by Antti Auvinen. Well played, but for myself I completely missed connection with the musical 

idea. 

This connection came back when Elias laid his hands on a few classics. Homenaje a Claude 

Debussy by De Falla (1876 - 1946), Invocacion y Danza by Rodrigo and finally Etude 11 by 

Villa Lobos. He played these works well finished, firmly and enthusiastically. 

A fine concert! Besides the beautiful play it was enhanced by Elias’ very informative 

background stories about the instruments and the music. 
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Day Three 

Zoran Dukic 

Master Class Carlo Marchione 

I was there quite early on the Saturday morning, because I like to get started easily. There 

would be less time than I thought, however. Reinout Kok asked me if I wanted to be a stand-

in for Carlo Marchione’s master class. The original candidate – an electrical guitarist –had 

not noticed that Marchione was a classical player, so he resigned. Meanwhile the room was 

(relatively) full with people who were waiting for the things to come. 

I agreed and saw to my slight alarm that I had more audience than I was used to. They were 

early! 

Again, I had my Sonata Ms 87 by Paganini, but I was a bit indecisive what movement to play. 

With a touch of humor Marchione suggested to throw a coin for it. Guess what happened, the 

quick Rondo came up! 

I had some trouble with getting started, but in the end I reached the finish without serious 

hesitation. Of course, there was ample room for suggestions for a better performance. 

Mind the damping, remain sharp and use slurs for the fluent performance. As an illustration, 

Marchione played various examples to his remarks. It was quite clear that he is a specialist in 

this genre. 

In this way, I had quite a start for my master class with Dukic! 

Master Class Zoran Dukic 

I remembered Zoran Dukic from a recital a few years past as a gifted player. I already 

observed one of his master classes last Thursday. After my experience in the last hour with 
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Mr. Marchione, I decided to play the slow movement – the Minuetto – and I played it the best 

I could. 

Again, Dukic showed his analytical approach. He started with the nail of my index finger. I 

already knew it had a fairly thin tone. Some filing and sanding gave a remarkable 

improvement. 

He had a nice trick to shape a finger nail: use a hot teaspoon and heat it up with a lighter. 

“Don’t do that in public!”, he said, “because they will confuse it for something else!” I know! 

Further suggestions concerned the use of apoyando. It was better to develop a powerful 

tirando in a piece than use apoyando inconsistently. He also demonstrated the ‘pivot 

principle’, where a finger acts as a pivot, providing support with awkward transitions. This 

enhances security. 

The master class went by in a relaxed atmosphere that was quite different from what I 

noticed last time. I think he is quite good at estimating the student’s level and evaluate their 

needs.  

A fine master class! 

Luch Concert Violarra 

Today’s lunch concert was played by Duo Violarra, an Austrian ensemble that consists of 

Helfried Fister (violin) and Johann Pallier (guitar). A nice ensemble combination that I know 

from my three CDs Sonatas for violin and guitar by Paganini. It’s hard work for a guitarist in 

such an ensemble, because a violin has a lot of volume. 

They started with a little piece of Baroque, Sonate in G minor by Guiseppe Tartini (1692 - 

1770). 

Tartini is known by the phenomenon Tartini-tones. 

If two tones sound together, you get the impression that the sum and difference frequency of 

these tones sound too. This is caused by intermodulation of fundamental and harmonics of 

the consonant tones. In this way, you add harmonies that you do not play. 

The difference frequency, also called beating, is an important aid in tuning. If the consonant 

tones get equal frequencies, the difference frequency becomes zero, and that is a clearly 

audible during tuning. 

The only problem is that the decrease of the beating frequency does not show if you tune 

from the upper or lower side of the tone you want to tune in to. For that case you have to 

know where you started tuning. Later the scientist Shannon would call this effect “foldback”, 

i.e. the effect that too high frequencies with digital sampling (like in CD players) are folded 

back (an are audible!) as low frequencies, the so-called Aliasing. 

This is other science, however. Back to the music! Tartini’s piece was a nice piece of 

baroque music with a diabolically tricky cadenza for the violist. The piece is not named 
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Devil’s Thrill Sonata for nothing. It’s a piece with a remarkable story, Tartini is said to have 

composed it after a dream in which the devil played the violin for him. 

Mauro Giuliani composed a number of pieces for flute and guitar, a.o. his Gran Duetto 

Concertante Op. 52. Violarra had no problem transposing the flute part to violin, so we heard 

this well-known piece with another timbre. Well and virtuoso played! 

A violin/guitar duo is quite suitable combination for passionate Balkan music. Karl Haidmayer 

composed his Romuneasca Nr. 18 for the Violarra duo. A contemporary work with clear 

characteristics of Balkan folk music with quite a lot of virtuosity for the violin player. 

One of the traditional Austrian arts is yodeling. This formed part of the Variationen ȕber den 

Irdninger Nacheinand by Franz Zebinger.  Irdning is a well-known winter sports location in 

Steiermark and a Nacheinand is as the (German) name suggests (it means one after the 

other) a song with echo. 

The gentlemen started yodeling together first, a catching demonstration of this special 

falsetto technique. Then the violin and guitar joined in. The yodeling theme returned in all 

kinds of variations and keys, I found it a very interesting piece. 

A violin-guitar combination suits South American music too. The Buenos Aires Ritmico by 

Pablo Garcia was a swinging expression of good mood. 

Finally, Violarra played the guitar-flute hit by Astor Piazzola, two movements from Histoire du 

Tango, to be specific Bordel 1900 en Nightclub 1960. Fister and Pallier expressed the 

atmosphere of the pieces well and made a good show of the alternation between fast and 

furious and slow and sad, the typical characteristic of many of Piazzola’s tangos. 

A nice and fresh concert, well worth listening! 

Competition Category 2 and 3 

The Twente Guitar Festival has quite a number of events that coincide at times. So you have 

to make choices. So, I had to share time between the Cat. 2/3 competition and Jim ten 

Boske’s workshop. 

The approach had been changed a little this year. All competitors appeared on stage after 

each other, the youngest category last. I did not know that, so I was wondering how the first 

candidate could be younger than 16. 

The first participant Hans Jansen had a personal fan club. His wife was encouraging him on 

the first row. I guess he fixed up things well, because my wife rather goes not with me. I can 

understand, because performance used to be a bit of suffering for me, and she’d rather miss 

that. 

He started with an Etude by Fernando Sor. After a deep breath, he played it easily with a 

nice and clear melody. The second piece was composed by the prolific Brazilian composer 

Egberto Gismonti. I recognized the piece as Agua e Vinho, in solo version. Hansen played 

the piece consistently and tenderly and made a beautiful almost whispering final chord. 
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Gymnopedie Nr. 1 by Eric Satie (1866 – 1925) was his last piece. He performed the gently 

rocking rhythm well, just a bit more legato in the melody would have made it perfect. It was 

striking to see how well he dealt with his stress during playing. 

Candinate number two was Daphne Hodes. She started ambitiously with a piece by Astor 

Piazzolla. She had a powerful drive in the fast sections and a beautiful tone in the slow part. 

She played a nice pizzicato as well. My only point of criticism was her phrasing, if she brings 

the sections slightly more together, it’s perfect! Her second and last piece was an old 

acquaintance, the Prelude in D from a cello suite by Johann Sebastian Bach. She kept the 

cadence of the piece well, only the phrasing of the scales could have been a bit sharper. 

Third one in the row was Marlot Hendriks. She appeared with Sunburst by Andrew York. Her 

version surprised me, I did not know that the piece had a slow intro. Or didn’t I hear it right? I 

guess it was OK, because after about three minutes the well-known theme appeared. It was 

a challenge for her for sure. Just some work on speed and security in the faster runs and the 

sun rises! 

The next annex fourth candidate was Mr. Willem Oudehand, an old acquaintance from the 

2009 competition. He got in tune while tuning his strings. Then he played Angelina by 

Tommy Emanuel. The sound was right, but unfortunately the nylon string guitar appeared 

less suitable for this genre. 

The player put in a little pause for applause before he started his second piece. We already 

heard it from candidate Nr. 3, Sunburst by Andrew York. It appeared that his finger-picking 

experience was an advantage, because he played the piece some graduations more faster 

and more easily, even though his virtuosity was a little uncontrolled. During his play I noticed 

that he could use a new guitar that suited his capabilities, his tone was far too powerful for 

his current instrument. 

The moment the next participant hit the stage, I understood that I had been witnessing the 

Cat. 2 competition and that Cat. 3 (up to 16 years) was up. A young German boy – Lukas 

van Dorp – announced his pieces and immediately started to play. As an opening, he had a 

little Spanish piece that he played without interruptions and even a bit of rasgueado. His 

second piece was the Waltz from the set of four “easy” pieces by Bartolomé Calatayud. The 

player easily danced to the final measure. As final piece, he pulled off a difficult feat, an 

Argentine dance with the guitar on his back. An excellent exercise in coordination!  

Mara Groeneveld was a participant of last year. This time she started with two Estudios 

Scencillos by Leo Brouwer. Unfortunately, she hurried a bit with Estudio 1, but she made up 

for that with the nice bass line in Estudio 4. Her next piece was an Arpeggio by Francis 

Kleynjans. She neatly emphasized the characteristic melancholy of Kleynjans. Her Number 

Last was a Milonga.  Mara consistently played the slow swing of the piece and entertained 

the audience with a beautiful melancholic finish. 

The Number Three of the Cat. 2 competition was Numa van de Riet, the boy that shared Part 

2 of Neuenburger Impressionen with me. Running around the festival, he surprised many 

with his passionate curiosity about everything of the guitar and his striking knowledge of the 

repertoire. He started with a flamenco like piece with rasgueados and tricky arpeggios. Piece 
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nr. 2 was the Sarabande with Variations on La Folia by Georg Friedrich Händel (1685 - 

1759). Not the easiest piece! He played it by heart, did very well and performed with a bit of 

flair. Fun! If he continues his passion for the guitar, I guess we will hear more of him in the 

future! 

Unfortunately, I had to leave the competition at this point, because it was time for the 

Groove. So I missed the results as well. 

Workshop Jim ten Boske 

Jim ten Boske’s Groove is a tradition from the early beginning of the festival in 2006. 

Irrespective of the crowded program, I wanted to attend at least one of Jim’s sessions. 

This time Jim presented some thoughts on a theme by Miles Davis, the well-known So 

What? The bass line formed the basis together with the chords of the wind section in the 

original. We started in D minor and used a modulation of one semi-tone higher. 

At this stage, it appeared that many Jazz musicians have a tremendous knowledge of music 

theory. Mine is a bit less extensive, I am not able to strike a scale at every possible position 

with my eyes closed. So, I stuck to some rhythmical ideas in the chord fundament. 

We had four players, so the solo relay had original sounds at times. Nice to play that way! 

Evening Concert Zoran Dukic 

It was not the first time that we could enjoy Zoran Dukic at the TGF, he already appeared in 

2008. 

This time I was so lucky to get a seat in the first row, because a helicopter view like 

yesterday appeared less suitable to hear all the details of the guitar music. 

Before the break he played two contemporary works, Sonatas by Ourkouzounov and 

Ivanovic. He proved to have absolute mastery of this complex and difficult repertoire. He 

expressed the at times intense emotional atmosphere of the pieces that well, that it invoked 

surprised reactions from the audience. 

After the break, I needed my note book, time for a program change! 

He started with a few arrangements of Catalan folk songs by Miguel Llobet (1878 - 1938) that 

are quite familiar to me (I arranged them for flute and guitar in the collection El Amor y La 

Muerte). He played the hits El testament d'Amèlia, Cancion del Lladre, El noi de la Mare and 

La Nit de Nadal (the latter a bit early in the season...). I immensely enjoyed the beautiful 

melodies and harmonic texture of the pieces. 

Augustin Barrios composed the next pieces in the program, Preludio, Maxixe and Choros de 

Saudade. Dukic added some extra dimensions with his own approach to this widely known 

repertoire. Beautiful! 
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Onward went the feast of the guitar with two pieces by Astor Piazzolla, Invernierno Porteno

from Cuatro estaciones porteñas and Adios Nonino. 

Oh my, that contrast in Invernierno, that difference of day and night between the introducing 

and final tangos and the melancholy of the autumn in the middle section. And then Adios 

Nonino. It wasn’t only princess Maxima that got tears in her eyes of this melody. Superb! 

The last piece was the atmospheric suite Six Balkan Miniatures by Dusan Bogdanovic. I 

have heard several movements from this suite during the competitions of the past years. 

Zoran Dukic’ performance is a phenomenon in itself, I have not heard playing it better. Those 

colors, those moods. It got me lyrical. 

After a heavy program like this, the encore was concise, a Venezuelan Waltz in high tempo. 

With a hint of humor, Dukic said that he would be brief, because he was longing for a nice 

drink at the bar. Well-deserved after a night of hard work. 

A memorable concert! 

Day Four 

Raphaella Smits 
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Finals Category 1 Competition 

Up till now I never wrote a section of the report for the Twente Guitar Festival on the very day 

of a specific event itself. Well, this occasion now has arrived. I want to get something off my 

chest. 

If you read my reports from 2006, a particular recurring subject must be obvious. The famous 

subject of Announcement. That little section of the recital that answers two questions for an 

interested audience: “Who is playing?” and “What will he or she play for us?” A very brief 

moment of contact that connects the musician to his/her audience and creates an 

atmosphere of positive mutual understanding. 

It is quite tempting for a performing musician to posit the statement RTFP (“read the f*cking 

programme”). Or to presume that the audience - if they are too miserly to buy a programme 

with their tickets - has studied the posters of the concert or the announcements in the 

newspapers, visited the web site of the theatre on the Internet or got an impression via 

Youtube movies. 

Would it? 

It is true, they print and sell beautiful and extensive programmes. It’s just awkward to read in 

a dark concert hall and nobody likes it if you switch on your flashlight in the mobile phone to 

take a quick look at the programme (oh mind, the handies should be switched off too!). 

But that is not the point! The point is the brief acquaintance. With the player, with the music. 

You cannot expect an audience to know you if you don’t let them know you! 

Making yourself known: the announcement is the first start. 

I can understand (a little) that players do not announce themselves in the preliminaries. The 

jury is your main audience and these guys are studying your scores the moment you step up, 

they know your name because it is written on the scores and printed on the schedule. 

The audience that comes listening the preliminaries does not know, however (the folks even 

do not have a programme), but OK, let’s forget about that. 

Mind! The finals are a public concert. It’s not merely a presentation for a jury that knows all 

backgrounds. It is a performance for an audience as well! In the first place, the audience 

does not know your name (not everyone knows or remembers the results of the 

preliminaries). In the second place, the audience cannot buy a programme for the finals, so it 

is utterly unknown what music you will be playing. 

For an interested audience, it is downright bothersome that they are in the dark concerning 

the musician and the music he/she will play… 

So here an appeal to every player who failed to announce himself this time: Make Yourself 

Known! Or if need be, ask someone to do the announcement for you. Then the audience will 

know (and recognize) you too. Which is quite important for the professional musician you are 

intending to become, or to be. 
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It’s just that simple! 

Enough said. Back to the finals of the Cat. 1 Competition. 

The first candidate was Tudor Niculescu. How did I know that!? (He did not say it himself). 

Just intuition based on a memory from the preliminaries. 

He started with a piece that sounded as a Scarlatti sonata. Hope you don’t mind that I do not 

know the Kirkpatrick number. He played the piece with a tender and modest approach. 

His second piece was composed by an unspecified composer form the Classical Era. I 

guessed Sor or Giuliani. Initially it looked like Sor, but later on I heard some opera fragments 

that indicated Giuliani as the culprit. Niculescu played it in an appealing manner and used 

quite a lot more dynamics than in the Scarlatti piece. 

I suspected that his third piece would take us to the contemporaries. I miraculously 

recognized the piece as the Usher Waltz by Nikita Koshkin. This was his best piece, he 

opened up completely, waltzed around consistently and had a fine finishing in tone and 

phrasing. 

The second candidate was Andrea Monarda. He set a very good example – he was the only 

one – announcing himself and his music. 

He started with the Arada from the Suite Castellana van Federico Moreno Torroba (1891 - 

1982). He played it as a quiet and steadily murmuring ballad with a very beautiful tone in a 

number of fragments. A well performed sustain of the melody in these sections enhanced the 

effect. 

Sonata Op. 47 van Alberto Ginastera (1916 - 1983) became his larger piece. I have told the 

background story of this piece numerous times in the past few years (the piece appears on 

the Twente Guitar Festivals from the very beginning), so I’ll skip that now. 

The four-movement piece is a fine occasion to – let’s state it irreverently – show off as a 

guitarist. As an extra challenge, the piece has quite a few passages with risk, where you 

have to decide between tone quality and passion. 

Unfortunately, Monarda did not succeed to keep the piece exciting from the first to the last 

note. He had a bit of reserve with passages that require a risky and ruthless passion. I guess 

it’s always an continuous assessment to make during the finals, do you allow the music to 

carry you away in enthusiasm with imminent danger of losing control and getting lower 

scores? 

Third candidate, the last one before the break, was Florian Moritz (I am glad that I made 

some notes, because else it would have been a puzzle for me: who is who?) 

He started with a piece by an unspecified composer from the Classical Era. I made a guess 

that it was a Fantasia by Luigi Legnani (1790 - 1877). After inspection at home by means of a 

Youtube movie (with Irina Kulikova, she won the Twente Guitar Festival competition in 2007) 
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my guess proved right. First, I was thinking of Giuliani, but the operatic effects in the piece 

made me wonder. He played neatly, but his guitar was a little bit out of tune. 

In the second piece, I lost contact with his music. It was contemporary, an easy guess. I got 

lost a bit between the various fragments that looked like variations of something. He used a 

very unusual tuning (sixth string to C or something) that made it hard to hear something of 

the harmonic logic. So, the piece did not do anything with me, I was completely indifferent. 

The remainder of the audience was sighing in admiration, but I did not get the point. 

Little mistake, De Gooijer! Well, if the player has not the courtesy to give some clues before 

playing… 

The clues came afterwards – so too late – after I asked for it in the break outside the doors of 

Concordia. Variations on a theme of Miles Davis with a structure that is similar to Nocturnal 

after John Dowland, so with the theme as last movement. 

To be fair, I liked Come Heavy Sleep after the sequence of Nocturnals in Britten’s piece 

much more than this theme by Miles Davis. That’s caused by the fact that Benjamin Britten 

masterfully prepares the overwhelming emotions of the theme by means of the Nocturnals. 

For me that was not the case with the Miles Davis variations.  

I will not deny, however, that Moritz made a nice technical performance. I was not able to 

judge the musical aspect. 

After the break, we saw our only female finalist on stage, she was Anna Slezakova. Her outfit 

was very tasteful, everything fit together, including the anti-slip cuff on her right arm. 

She went back in time quite a period with a Renaissance piece by an unspecified composer. 

Given the fact that many composers from this era were anonymous, the lack of specification 

might not be that bad. She played two pieces that did not form a pair, by the sound of it. 

The last piece gave me a clue. I recognized the piece as Piva by Joan Ambrosio Dalza (he 

lived around 1508). I gambled that she stuck to the same composer for the two pieces. After 

inspection of my home music collection, the piece appeared to be Tastar de Corde, Recercar 

Dietro. Long live my collection of Naxos CDs!

She played Tastar de Corde beautifully stately, but she did not fail to add some spice to the 

fast connecting phrases in the music. The Piva developed as a joyful dance. Nice! 

The historical excursion went on to an unspecified probably classical but – after close 

examination – rather romantic composer. The piece had a beautiful tremolo section that 

showed a hint of Tarrega’s tricks. Or was the composer a colleague of Barrios? Unfortunately 

my knowledge of repertoire falls short here. Yet she played the piece with an admirable 

clarity. 

Her third piece was a little gallop by an unspecified Romantic composer. Albeniz perhaps? 

Later on, I heard someone call the piece Mallorca. Well, I guess not. Anyway, she played it in 

a lyrical way with an enjoyable consistency in rhythm. 
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Shawn Pickup, the last candidate, started with an unspecified baroque composer NN. He 

played a two-movement piece, a kind of Aria, followed by an Allegro. His sound appeared a 

bit gloomy to me. The Allegro played him some nasty tricks with the fast runs. 

He came back with a strong performance of Sonata Op. 47 van Alberto Ginastera (1916 - 

1983). Where the second candidate was reserved, he released the brakes and gave room to 

passion. Additionally, he introduced some nice effects to enhance the thrill of the piece. He 

had the courage to go his own way in the piece. The last section in particular attracted 

attention in this way. Good job! 

My favorite? Anna Sliezakova. That’s not my opinion because I think a woman should win 

after two years. No, her play and presentation (including a casual smile at the fingerboard) 

were excellent! That deserves the prize! 

Evening Concert Raphaella Smits 

Due to circumstances, the evening concert by Yves Storms and the Spiegelkwartet was 

cancelled. The board faced the sudden challenge to find a replacement on very short notice. 

The met the challenge with aplomb and found Raphaella Smits willing to occupy the stage. 

She delivered a smart piece of work to prepare a full programme within one day minus the 

travelling hours! That is professionalism! 

I ‘met’ Raphaella Smits for the first time on record (yes, a vinyl one) on the Guitar Duets

album, in cooperation with David Russell, somewhere in the beginning of the eighties when I 

was still in Technical College. This record combined a set of well-known duos by Fernando 

Sor with contemporary music by Armin Kaufmann. It was a pleasant encounter! 

The second record of Raphaella Smits I bought was a bit of a present for myself after 

passing a tricky examination at school. The record was the funny cooperation between 

Belgian Beer and classical guitar music. It was the recording of the music by Napoleon Coste 

in the Priory of Corsendonck, a location that is owned by the Turnhout brewer Corsendonck. 

Presently the location is used by a multiple Michelin star restaurant. 

I was quite curious about her concert, because since the early eighties she has developed 

into a world class guitarist with the specialization in nineteenth century guitar music. An era 

that I have a weak spot for as a player. 

Before the concert I had an enjoyable reunion, one of the Belgian guitar duo ladies from St. 

Niklaas that I met last year. Their enthusiasm for duo music inspired me to revise the duo 

repertoire on the DOS Amigos Homepage after a period of neglect out of heartbreak 

because of the demise of the duo. Again, ladies, send me your email address and I’ll send 

you a PDF of the revised duo music! 

As usual we had the results of the Cat. 1 competition first. 

1. Ana Slezakova, the rightful winner! 

2. Shawn Pickup. 
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3. Tudor Niculescu. 

4. Florian Moritz. 

5. Andrea Monarda. 

From the numerical scores, it showed that the numbers 2-4 had little difference in the jury 

evaluation. 

The lights in the concert hall were dimmed and there she was, Raphaella Smits in a beautiful 

elaborate but stylish outfit. “Guess it is a bit warm, isn’t it?” she commented on her outfit with 

subtle humor after her first piece. 

I had never seen her live on stage. The way she entered reminded me of Alicia Delarrocha. 

She has developed into a guitar diva indeed! 

Who is Alicia Delarrocha? Well, she was a Spanish pianist with a specialization in music by 

Albeniz, Granados en Mompou. A beautiful mature and experienced musicienne – 

unfortunately she has passed away – that brought music like the Goyescas to a colorful life 

with an exquisite touch and great phrasing. 

Concerning the exquisite touch and great phrasing, Raphaella Smits was not to let me down 

either. As an extra to the musical picture she recounted a number of interesting pieces of 

information that formed a nice frame for the musical canvas that she painted this evening. 

Everything spiced with a healthy sense of humor. 

Raphaella Smits had two guitars with her. A replica of a Stauffer model Legnani with two 

extra bass strings and an eight-string guitar of the build that was used by Narciso Yepes too. 

I even guessed that it was the same Ramirez guitar that was played by the old master 

himself. 

Fantasie Elegiaque by Fernando Sor was her opener. Long time ago I heard this piece for 

the first time in a performance by Alice Artz and I noticed the emotional overtone. The piece 

is a requiem for a beloved, a certain Charlotte. 

Raphaella Smits played the sad emotion of the piece with grandeur. A particular passage, 

the actual goodbye theme, touched me right in the heart. 

She stuck to Sor with an Etude and later the well-known Mozart Variations. Well, speaking 

with Mozart: : “Ach, was klanget dass herrlich!!” 

Ariel Ramirez signed for the composition Alfonsina y el Mar, dedicated to the Argentine poet 

Alfonsina Storni that expressed surprisingly feministic ideas in her work in the pre-second 

world war Argentina. The song Alfonsina y el Mar became a kind of unofficial national 

anthem. 

After her boyfriend had committed suicide and she was diagnosed with breast cancer, she 

decided that she would not live on. She drowned herself after writing her last poem Voy a 

dormir (I am going to sleep) in the early hours of the day at the Mar del Plata beach. The 

song describes her last moments. 
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This story was passionately and poignantly told in Smit’s performance, the desperation and 

the determination of a woman that chooses her own fate against all odds. Beautifully played! 

Leo Brouwer was the composer of the last two pieces before the break. First Estudio 

Scencillo Lo mas rapido que posible. My, that was fast! 

Hika was Brouwer’s epitaph for Toru Takemitsu. A piece with a lot of emotional movement 

and played likewise by Raphaella Smits! 

After the break Raphaella Smits played the repertoire that made her a great classical 

guitarist, a few works by Johann Kaspar Mertz. Successively Romantique, Carnaval de 

Venezia, Souvenir de Choulhoff en Pianto dell’ Amante. 

What can I say? I know these pieces from her CDs and love them. Her ‘real-life’ performance 

and the atmosphere that cannot be caught in a recording made the music even more 

beautiful. Delightful repertoire! 

After Mertz, she considered it time for an encore. Quite an encore indeed: Chaconne in D by 

Johann Sebastian Bach. She played the complete piece with her eyes closed. 

Miraculous! How did she find her way on the pilgrimage from the first theme up to the 

mountains of the emotional eruption in the middle section! What kind of story evolves in her 

mind while she is playing it? At times the road was slippery, but time and time again she 

found her way to the top and the virtuoso descent to the final chord. A tremendous musical 

performance. 

The audience was lyrical and was almost standing on the chairs. Raphaella Smits 

generously rewarded this enthusiasm with a few nice encores, including a complete mini 

opera within a Capriccio by Luigi Legnani. 

Thus ended this memorable concert together with the festival before we knew it! 

Finally... 

The euphoria of the last concert continued on the sidewalk café at the Oude Markt, because 

the weather was legendary mild at the late hour. I decided to join in because I wanted to 

have a chat with the guitarist from St. Niklaas. Unfortunately, she had to leave soon, because 

it’s a more than three hours’ drive to Flanders. 

I had the opportunity to have a chat with one of the finalists. He asked me how I experienced 

his performance. Initially I was a bit reluctant because I do not like to pass judgments. He 

insisted, however, so we had a good talk about the subtle threads and taking risks within 

Ginastera’s Sonata. Fortunately, he was quite satisfied with the comments. 

Against the clock of eleven it was time to go. After taking leave of the board members, I 

started the travel back home. Of course, the wait started too. 

For the TGF 2012! 
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